“Matt McClowry is a tall, clean-cut
comedian out of Detroit. His standup is
smart and analytical, full of unexpected
leaps of logic, and delivered in a deep,
distinctive deadpan. He’s funny and
engaging.”
- Brett Hamil, CityArts
“With a voice for radio and movie star
looks, McClowry can be intense and a bit
intimidating in person. But on stage, he
becomes your smart-mouthed brother
who dares you not to laugh and you want
to get to know him better — signs of a
real star.”

- Gary Allison, Daily Tribune

MATT McCLOWRY
Matt McClowry does not easily fit the stereotypical image of a stand-up comic. But after a
few moments of watching him on stage, it’s clear he’s a natural; with a laconic yet still
faintly annoyed delivery underscoring sharply observed gripes about a host of modern
absurdities. Originally from Detroit where he was voted “Best Local Comic” by the Metro
Times, Matt has been touring coast to coast as well as posting appearances at many
prestigious comedy festivals like Bridgetown and the Oddball Comedy & Curiosity
Festival as well as racking up trophies as a finalist at The Laughing Skull Comedy
Festival, The World Series of Comedy, The Great American Comedy Festival and The
San Francisco Comedy Competition. He has appeared on the AXS TV series “Gotham
Comedy Live”, was a member of primary cast of the FOX series "Laughs" and his album,
“Uncomfortable” has been heard on SiriusXM’s Raw Dog Comedy.

mattmcclowry.net
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mattmcclowry@gmail.com

“…Every day observations that don’t sound
done to death – his views are dry; his voice
deadpan and his interplay with the audience
spot on. “
- Rob Ross, PopDose
“Detroit-based Matt McClowry, for instance, has
Type to enter
the skills to take something as simple as a text
Yankee Candle scent called “Wedding Day” and
turn it into an hilarious commentary on the
absurdity of a wedding. “
- Dylan P. Gadino, LaughSpin
“…It is as if he dares us not to laugh at what he
says to say yet we cannot help from doing so.
Smart humor is very difficult to present and
McClowry does so with style and ease. “
- Amos Lassen

